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ABSTRACT

The disordered Islng chain is considered. It is shown that for zero

magnetic field the replicas method of Edwards and Anderson is exact and

requires a specific type of fluctuation, of the interaction parameters,

excluding the spin-glass state. Linear renormalization transformations

considered here include the initial distribution of the interaction

intensity and allow distinction of the different types of disorder. The

transformations are applied to the dilute solution model of disorder.
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Recently.spin systems with random interaction have been intensively

studied. The origin of the random interaction in CuMn type alloys is the

oscillating behaviour of the HKKY (.Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida) interaction

and the random space distribution of Mn atoms. The increasing interest in the

disordered magnetic systems was stimulated by the observation of a second— ~

order phase transition to the spin-glass state (randomly oriented frozen-in

magnetic moments). The a.c. measurements of tne susceptibility of solid

solution alloys such as A4- Fe , Cu Mn with x = 10~3 - 10 show a
.. \ • 1—x x i—x x

characteristic cusp . This cusp in the susceptibility at low fields (0.1 e)

was confirmed lately by the d.c. measurements inJnew type/material—amorphous

films of Cd
Q 3 .„. The theoretical work was stimulated by the

replicas method introduced in Ref .3 fox; calculating the averaged free energy

of the system. It was shown in Refs.^-11 that some exactly solvable models

also exhibit spin-glass behaviour.

We present here a simple calculation of the averaged free energy of

tha disordered chain. It is shown that the replicas method is exact in this

ease and requires a special type of fluctuation of the interaction parameters

(iC. ,&„,... ,KS) described below . Linear renormalization transformations

are considered. The fixed point equation includes the initial distribution

of the interaction intensity. This allows us to distinguish between the

different types of disorder.

The disordered magnetic chain considered here is described by the

following Hamiltonlac:

N

The magnetic field strength h, and the interaction parameters K. are

random variables with distribution function PClC^.K^.hg,.. -.KLAj) of the

type

S

PtK^.K^hg K ^ y = ]"[ P0CK.,h.) . (2)
i = 1

This model is the most often used but in general the distribution (2) should

not be a product (see Ref.lt for discussion). The partition function Z

for the random Ising chain represented by transition matrices t. has the

form

V (3)
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The matrices t. here are of the type

-K.+h.

-K.-h.

K.-h.
(M

According to the replicas method,the averaged free energy is

FH = -M? <̂ Ln Z^} = -kT lim (5)
n •+ 0

Here the average \Z f is over n independent replicas of the initial

system with the same set of interaction parameters (K.,h.,K ,h2,...,K ,

n / H

a=l

(6)

Selecting the matrices t with the same random interaction K. and introducing a

direct product of the matrices a and b denoted by a ® b , one has

<ft **...
C7)

This result is valid for arbitrary matrices t and it can be used for coupled

sets of chains (e.g. sets of two or three chains). To evaluate the dependence

on the numioer of replicas n , the assumption of the zero magnetic field is

necessary. For this case there is a constant unitary transformation independent

of the random variables diagonalizing each t matrix so that

X = 2chK (8)

For the free energy the following result is valid:

'*- -kTtl*

The interpretation of this expression is that in the special case of the one-

dimensional Ising model -without magnetic field and the replicas average of

the free energy is e^ual to the average of the ideal chain free energy. In

this case the ensemble of chains is prepared in such a way that in each copy

the configuration is uniform. For instance (K,K,K,...,K), (K',K',... ,K')•••

are the only possible typesof configuration. In such an ensemble there is no

resemblance with the spin-glass state.

The direct average of the free energy without the replicas method gives

the same , result. Substituting the variables S.5. Dy new ones, G , or

using the diagonal form of t. one has

Uo)

The zero magnetic field is a singular point because even for very small h.

the matrices are not commutative and the whole result is different.

The product of matrices (3) allows a simple type of renonnaliaation

transformation in which at each step the product of two matrices is substituted

by a new one with nev random variables. This procedure leads to a reduction

of the nvunlier of variables in the total distribution function P(t ,t«,.. . ,t ),

where for simplicity the variables are denoted by the same symbol as the

matrices. The transformations are

(11)

For the corresponding distribution functions one has

Fn(t') = f dt f dt Pn-1(t) P Q ( T ) 6{t'-t.T)i n = 2,3......

P1(t) = P0(t) .
tia)

Here the integration is over all matrix elements t., ana the S function denotes
ij

the product of 5 functions of all matrix elements of t1 . With ;;hese

distribution functions one can express the free energy f per iito,

f = - KT lim —
N -* oo "

At) J.n Tr t = lim — (13)



Using the relations (.12) one can otitain the following recurrence relation

for Fff(T):

F (T) = -KT I at pjjCt) fin Tr T.t = J dt pQ(t) F j^Cf . t ) .

Repeating the relation (ik) one has

VT) = {dti f dt2 ••• fdVi W W - V W V'-V

(15)

Consequently, the characteristic function W (A) = <̂  e ' ^>JJ is easily-

calculated and the result is

V A ) = f d, PN(T) e ™ " ^ - [ f a * P0(T,

This function is used for calculating an upper 'bound for the free energy

. (l6)f £ -KT dt P Q ( T ) Tr

To explain more clearly the transformations (11) and (12) which have been

introduced,let us consider the most simple case of the diagonal matrices t. ,

t. -
1

h
0

0

The distribution function P in (12) becomes a product of functions of

independent variables,

nCu) ; ax . (IT)

For the case of a regular chain,the initial distribution is the 6 function,

P 0U) = fiU-a) ; Q0(u) = S(u-b) -

Calculating the integrals, one reaches Fn(X)
 = <5(l-an) . The free energy

has the familiar form

f = -KT lim ~ Hn(a + bH) " -KT Jin a ; a > ~b

-5-

In the case of a disordered chain,calculating the average for the largest

eigenvalue i_ , one has the recurrence relation

= Jctt in X.

Here *Q = | dX F U ) In X . It Is clear that *n = N ̂ 0 ; f = -*T*Q in

accordance with the previous results.

For the case of a dilute solution the initial distribution is

P Q U ) = P fi(t-tQ) + (1-p) i(t-l) .

The free energy haa the form

The function F here is ,

tn one has

Tr t . Diagonalizing the matrix

Here we assume *0
 > UQ • For the free energy per site the limit H •+ <

gives

f = lim =p (20)

The second value of the interaction parameter does not enter the result,

because for it both eigenvalues are equal to 1. When tvo non-commutative

matrices are possible (t = t and t = t ) the result is similar,

/=-. (.21)
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These examples show that for one-dimensional disordered Ising chains

the linear renormalization transformations are relatively simpler and allov
•between

distinction y[ the different types of disordered systems. Also, the disorder

intensity is an important parameter entering the free energy in this ease.
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